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BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATI0N 
WCABA APRIL 2021 NEWSLETTER 

www.wcaba.org 

   Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, we are still having our 

member meeting in April virtually at 7 pm, April 27th (fourth 

Tuesday) via “Zoom” software.  Click Zoom meeting link below.    

   If you are planning to join from an iPhone or iPad, be sure to 

download this application first: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/zoom-

cloud-meetings/id546505307 

   We look forward to seeing you Tuesday night @ 7PM! 

Topic: WCABA Member Meeting 

Time: This is a recurring meeting Meet anytime 

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82475068933?pwd=aHRiRjc3bS9kYXJGS2g5THVpOEx2UT09 

Meeting ID: 824 7506 8933 

Passcode: 909659 

PROGRAM 

Speaker: Dodie Stillman 

“New Nuc Spring Management”  

What to do with your new Nuc and When 

Question & Answer Session to Follow 

Dodie Stillman is a member of the Williamson County Area 

Beekeepers Association (WCABA) and President of the Austin 

Area Beekeepers (AABA). She is a Master Beekeeper in the Texas 

Master Beekeepers Program and and can be found most weekends 

teaching a beginner or intermediate level beekeeping class. She 

helps with the WCABA Scholarship Program too. 

Dodie will use her knowledge as a Master Beekeeper and her 

experience as an instructor to guide you through the important  

first weeks with you new hive. 

2021 Club Officers: 

PRESIDENT: Shannon Montez 

shannon.montez@yahoo.com 

VICE PRESIDENT: 

Gillian Mattinson 

512-961-9955

gillmatties@gmail.com 

MEMBERSHIP: Shirley Doggett 

512-924-5051

sdoggett@mindspring.com 

PROGRAM: Linda Russell 

lrussell6083@yahoo.com 

NEWSLETTER: Jimmie Oakley 

512-507-3009

jimmie.oakley@gmail.com 

SECRETARY: Phil Ainslie 

254-718-3255

beeuser46@gmail.com 

TREASURER: Barbi Rose 

512-799-0616

barbirose@yahoo.com 

HISTORIAN: Matt Ludlum 

601-454-9966

matt.ludlum@gmail.com 

PAST PRESIDENT: Phil Ainslie 

254-718-3255

beeuser46@gmail.com 

LIBRARIAN: Chris Huck 

832-904-7283

wcaba.librarian@yahoo.com 

REFRESHMENTS: 

Lisa Hoekstra 

SCHOLARSHIP CHAIR: 

Jimmie Oakley 

512-507-3009

jimmie.oakley@gmail.com 

QUEEN CHAIR: 

Ginny Stubblefield 

512-636-6813

ginny@options2sell.com 
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A Message from the President 
Shannon Montez 

If the winter freeze took out many of your favorite plants, now is a good time to evaluate what you 

need for fillers and which bee friendly plants to add in.  Many of the best bee friendly plants are also 

loved by butterflies and hummingbirds and are drought resistant.  They can be seen alongside the 

Central Texas highways or pastures right now. Many of the local nurseries have had trouble keeping up 

with demand, and you can always find reputable suppliers online.  It’s not too late to order live plants 

and shows such as Central Texas Gardner can give you good ideas for landscaping.  

Blanket flower (Gaillardia x Grandiflora)  This flower can be seen along 

roadsides in Central Texas and is drought resistant.  It has an abundance of 

daisy-like flowers that provide nutrition for bees in gardens. Blanket 

flowers start flowering from early summer and last during the autumn. It is 

easily grown from seeds and is deer resistant. 

Butterfly weed (Asclepias tuberosa) Even though this plant is a regular host 

for the butterfly larvae, the bees will also frequent this plant.  Hummingbirds 

and butterflies also frequent this plant. The Butterfly weed has pretty yellow-

orange flowers.  I have found that the deer like to snack on this plant. 

Chives (Allium schoenoprasum)  Bees love its 

purple flower heads and will gather on it no matter where this flower is 

planted. You can raise chives from seeds or from divisions. You can 

leave the blossoms for the bees and utilize the leaves as a herb. The seeds 

will spread and there are several varieties of chives that thrive in this area. 

They do have a unique “chive scent” which 

is probably why the deer don’t like them. 

Goldenrod (Solidago spp.) These plants are native to the American 

continents. Bees love the Goldenrod and can be seen on the small flowers 

in the fall.  The seeds spread profusely and right now, you can find young 

shoots that can be transplanted.  They grow between 3-4 ft tall.  The deer 

may sample this but normally leave it alone. 

Gopher Plant  (Euphorbia rigida)  Gopher Plant also known as Silver Spurge is an 

low growing plant that has small  yellow blooms in late spring. This is a succulent 

that grows well in this area.  It survived the freeze and I never water it.  These plants 

are quick growers reaching upwards of 3 feet wide by 2 feet tall. These work well in 

many planting areas.  The Gopher Plant's seeds spread and are great for areas such 

as rock garden or hill sides.  The bees love the flowers and the deer leave it alone.   

Fun Facts: 
• Honey bees are not born knowing how to make honey. Instead, they are taught in the hive by older bees

• There are estimated to be nearly 212,000 beekeepers in the United States.

• Honey is 25% sweeter than table sugar.

• Honey is the only foodstuff that contains all of the necessary nutrients to sustain life.

• Bee venom is used as a treatment for several ailments, including arthritis and high blood pressure.

https://www.beepods.com/101-fun-bee-facts-about-bees-and-beekeeping/
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Research Pearls 
March 23, 2021Scott Derrick   

The Do Not's of Hive Inspections 

In our last two blog posts, we looked at some tips and tricks 

— the DO’s — that will help your hive inspections go a little 

smoother. Today we’re going to look at some of the DO 

NOT’s associated with hive inspections. These “actions to 

avoid” will also help your hive inspection flow more 

smoothly and make the process much more enjoyable for 

you and your bees. 

DO NOT’s of Hive Inspections. 

The biggest DO NOT: 

Do not neglect your hive inspections! If you don’t inspect your hives regularly, 

small problems can easily become big problems fairly quickly, which may then 

result in the loss of your bees and all their honey stores.  

How often should you inspect your hives? Moderation is key. You should inspect 

your hives as often as necessary, but as infrequently as possible. Therefore, our 

next DO NOT: Do not inspect too frequently. This follows immediately with: Do 

not wait too long between hive inspections. Sound a bit confusing? You need to 

perform hive inspections frequently enough to stay on top of the problems, but not 

so frequently you make the bees feel like their home is unsafe. Bees who feel 

unsafe look for a more hospitable place to call home. In other words, they abscond. 

Here is a list of some other DO NOT’s you should consider as you perform hive 

inspections: 

• Don’t rush the inspection. Take your time and move slowly. Be gentle when

handling the frames to reduce damage. Use smoke to keep the bees calm.

• Don’t change the order of the frames inside the hive body. Take them out

and return them to the same location within the hive box. (A frame

perch helps with this. You can remove a couple of frames and hang them on

Phil Ainslie - Secretary 
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the frame perch, out of harm's way. This gives you space to shift the frames 

inside the hive body and keep them in order.) 

• Don’t remove frames from more than one hive body at a time. Return all

frames to the brood box or honey super before moving to inspect frames in

the next hive body.

• Don’t inspect the hive when the bees are not flying around.

• Don’t inspect the hive when it’s windy, cold or rainy unless absolutely

necessary. Warm sunny days, above 60 degrees, are always best.

• Don’t put off addressing issues you discover during a hive inspection. If you

do, the bees may abscond; disease may overcome the hive; or, the bees may

starve. Any of these scenarios lead to having no hive to maintain.

• Don’t release the queen too early in new hives or hives that are being

requeened. Give the bees time to adjust to their new queen.

• Don’t begin your hive inspection until you have adequately prepared. Make

sure you have everything you need before opening up the hive. If you’re

new to beekeeping, make sure to watch videos of hive inspections, so you

know what to expect and look for.

• Don’t face the sun while performing a hive inspection. When looking at a

frame, stand with your back to the sun causing the light to shine over your

shoulder. This will illuminate the frame, giving you a better view and make

it easier to see the details that are deep in the comb’s cells such as small

larvae and eggs.

• Don’t ignore agitated bees. Use smoke when you notice their agitation or

when you see that they’re giving you more attention than they should, i.e.,

they’re lining up on the top of the frame and watching you.

• Don’t neglect your tools. Keep them clean, maintained and stored out of the

elements.

Once you have a few inspections under your belt, you’ll get into a routine of what 

a hive inspection entails. You’ll know what to do and what to look for, and you’ll 

begin to relax and enjoy the experience.  

Join us next time as we continue to look at hive inspections. In our next post, we’ll 

look at keeping records of your hive inspections, getting educated about hive 

inspections and the steps you should take to prepare for an inspection. See you 

then! 
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Another Year and Still Covid! 

   The April 2021 trip to Louisiana to pick up 5-frame nucs could not 

have gone smoother, record time, record number of nucs secured. The 

volunteer drive team this year was made up of club member John 

Hibbard, Phil Ainslie, Steve Hoskins, and Jim Ray. They left the Bost 
farm mid-morning on Friday heading east to Jennings, Louisiana and 

arrived well before dark at the Merrimack Valley Apiaries production 

yard.   

   Loading went smoothly and they were back on the road before 8PM. 

With all their permits and insurance paperwork in order they had no 
problem crossing the Louisiana state line back into Texas in the wee 

hours of the morning. They arrived back at the Bost Farm southwest 

of Georgetown around 2 AM (less than 16 hours). 

   The group for volunteers ready to receive the nucs on arrival went to work 

to screen the nuc box entrance to secure the bees inside till they were picked 
up by their new owner’s and reached their final destination (bee yard). The 

drive team guys worked to unload the cargo and assisted in screening with 

help from Jimmie Oakley. As daylight approached the Bost farmyard filled 

up with hundreds of wooden nuc boxes ready for pickup. 
   With the Covid-19 Pandemic still not declared over, the club followed 

much the same process and procedure as last year when the virus’ effect 

was on the increase.  The logistical plan that was 

devised facilitated the necessary handling of 

paperwork at check-in, manage the flow of traffic in 

and around the Bost Honey House, and expedite the 

pickup and loading of the nucs in the yard was 

followed with social distancing and wearing 

appropriate mask.  Signs were put up to direct 

members in their cars/trucks to the “check-in point” 
where a runner would take the Pickup Voucher to 

the check-in coordinator who would verify and issue 

a “pickup ticket” that the driver could 

take to the yard where the “teamster” 

would load the appropriate number in 
the member’s vehicle without them 

having to leave the safety of their car.  

Believe it or not, thanks to the 

wonderful volunteers and cooperation 

of the members, it all went as planned 
again.    Customer pickup scheduled 

for 8AM was generally followed with 

few exceptions. 

2021 Drive Team: John, Jim, Phil, Steve 

Jimmie Oakley screening the nucs  

Line of trucks snake around the Bost Honey House to pick up their bees 

Dodie Stillman collects Pickup Vouchers from drivers 
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   The pickup began early and continued through the 

morning with almost all the of nucs going out before noon. 
This time Italian queens from B-Weaver in Navasota were 

available and included, which truly made it a one stop 

shop. 

   Much thanks go to the Covid-19 conscience team that 

made things go so well. Gary Bible, Shannon Montez and 
Barbi Rose took care of accounting (pickup vouchers and 

pickup tics), Linda Russell and Dodie Stillman were 

runners, and Gillian Mattison worked traffic control 

keeping vehicles in line and later as teamsters loading nucs 

for members. 
   Melissa Henry served as coordinator for donations to 

the Narlo Family that suffered a devastating house fire. 

   The primary “teamster’s loading nucs was Jim Smith, 

Ron Lutz, and James Mattinson. 

   Thank you one more time to all those who were 

responsible for pickup, or facilitating distribution, or just 

lent a helping hand…COUNDN’T have done it without 
you.  Jimmie Oakley – Editor 

Gary Bible. Barbi Rose and Shannon Montez keep track 

Drive Team loading the nucs at Evergreen in Jennings, LA 

Jim Ray unloading the nucs at Bost farm in Georgetown, TX 

James, Ron, or Jim loaded the nucs into your vehicle 

Nucs, nucs, and more nucs, 300+

Jim, Phil, John, and Steve, …all unloaded
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Swarm Prevention 

If the goal is to maximize honey production, it is important

to know how to walk the fine line between having a robust 

colony population and preventing the natural swarming instinct 

of honey bees. With the loss of the old queen and well over 50% 

of the bees with the prime swarm and possibly after swarm(s), 

there won’t be nearly as much honey to harvest. Understanding 

and anticipating the swarming process, then taking measures to 

prevent and/or mitigate it can make the difference in the amount 

of honey to harvest. 

Understanding the Process:  Honey bee colonies propagate by swarming.  Colonies 

with queens who have been through a whole spring cycle are more likely to swarm than 

those who hatch and mate later.  That is one reason many beekeepers replace queens 

yearly, either in the Spring or with later hatched queens in the Fall.   As an aside, 

making a nucleus colony (nuc) with the old queen can provide helpful resources 

(drawing out comb, brood frames and installing the old queen in a colony found to be 

queenless. 

Swarm season occurs just before the major Spring nectar flow.  The biggest trigger is 

when the hive is overcrowded. This triggers the generation of queen cells and the 

beginning of the swarm cycle. Other clues are ‘backfilling’ of the brood chamber with 

nectar. This is the way the bees keep the queen from laying eggs as a means to slim her 

down so she can fly away with the swarm.  If the beekeeper finds sealed queen cells, the 

colony has probably already swarmed.  If the queen cells are not sealed there are 

measures that can thwart their plan to swarm.   

Prevention/Mitigation:  Strategies to give the colony space to decrease the desire to 

swarm include:  equalizing colonies, reversing hive bodies, supering and making splits.    

Equalizing colonies can be accomplished by: 

-redistributing 1-3 brood frames from stronger colonies to weaker ones, then keeping

the remaining brood frames together and centered in the old colony, place empty frames

on the side.

Linda Russell - Program Chair 
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-trading places.  The time to do this is on a warm afternoon when bees are flying, place

the weaker colony where the stronger colony is and vice versa.  Returning foragers will

go back to their original location adding more population to weaker colony and will

lessen the numbers of bees going into the overpopulated one.

Reversing hive bodies (when there is a double stack set up):  Since the bees move up 

from the bottom to the upper hive bodies during winter, the bottom one is mostly 

empty.  Switching the two hive body positions gives space for the bees to expand 

above. 

Supering (adding brood boxes or honey supers on top of the brood box):  

-add another brood box when 70% of the frames in the brood box have drawn comb.

-add a honey super (with or without honey super on top of brood box) when 70% of the

upper brood box has drawn comb

-continue adding a honey super when 70% of the previous box have drawn comb and

nectar.

Making Splits:  This is one of several types of splits. 

1. Set up a new bottom board and hive.

2. Find the frame with the queen and set in the new hive.

3. Remove 3 frames of capped brood (and bees attached to the frame) and place the

frames in the center of the new hive next to the frame with the queen.

4. Shake more bees from the original hive into the new hive.

5. Place empty frames to fill in the hive.

6. Feed 1:1 sugar syrup.

7. Place cover(s) on top of hive.

8. If possible, move this hive 2 miles away from the apiary to another location for a

couple of weeks.  The hive can be returned to the apiary.  If the hive cannot be

moved 2 miles away, shake more nurse bees into the new hive in a couple of

days.

9. The original hive will need to either raise a new queen (make sure there are eggs

in original hive) or install a new queen.
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Hindsight 
I was once told never to walk in front of the hive, don’t make quick 

movements and don’t swat at the bees. Good advice and I thought I’ll 

stick to that, until my son shouted “I think I got one in my hair.” Off I 

ran, somewhat swiftly, past the entrance and proceeded to waft my arms 

at the bees in the area so I could locate and detangle the bee in his hair.  

You guessed, not happy bees and one was just determined to get its 

revenge….right through my jeans too! The audacity.  That was my first 

year of beekeeping.  

Since then I have added:- 

● Don’t remove your bee suit too soon.

One girl followed me back, minding her

own business, until I trapped her between

the suit I was removing and my arm. -

Sting number two!

● Keep your smoker lit. In the early days it

would go out, not enough fuel, wrong

material, not “puffing it enough”. Not

sure of the reason, but it happened. It sure

gets the adrenaline going a bit when you

hear that they are not happy and you

realize your smoker has gone out! Time

to secure everything and retreat.

● Have all your materials and tools handy. -

It’s not fun walking in a bee suit in the heat

of the day back to the garage to get a hive

beetle catcher, oil, lighter, container, queen

clip etc.,  Made that walk a few times.  My

solution - my bee bucket. It’s metal and

holds most of what I use. In goes my tools,

materials and a drink.  A quick check before

I set off and all set.  I’ve also turned it over

and used it as a resting place to watch the

bees do their thing.  It’s still mesmerizing

watching them go back and forth.

Pretty basic advice, but sometimes it’s the basic things that make the difference!  

Have fun and enjoy your bees!! G.M. 

Gillian Mattison - Vice President 

My Bee Bucket keeps all my materials and tools handy 

Setting pretty in my bee yard (on my bee bucket) 
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House Fire Destroys WCABA Member’s 

Operation 

Hello, 

My brother, Joe Narlo and I have a huge problem. My brothers house was just destroyed by a fire 2 

nights ago. All of our bee equipment is gone, Our boxes, frames, suits, centrifuge. It was all 

destroyed in the fire. I’m supposed to pick up a queen and a nuc. I have nothing at this point. I’m not 

sure what to do. I can get a bee suit. My problem is boxes and frames and everything else. We had 

over 30 boxes and all the equipment. I have been a beekeeper for 20 years so I had all the stuff. No 

nothing but the bee hives in the pasture. Do you have any advice? I’m new to Texas. I have only 

been here 7 months. I did my bee keeping in northern 

Maine. Whole different ball game.  

Nicole Narlo 

   It is suggested that the Bost Farm be used as a 
gathering spot for donations because there is space to 
store them.  

Melissa Henry has volunteered to coordinate any 
donation of equipment, new or used, and get it to the 
family.  

 Jimmie Oakley has agreed to accept donations at 
the farm. Please call to coordinate drop off items. 
Monitory donations also accepted.  

Cell. 512/507-3009 

WCABA President, Shannon Montez, visits with Nicole and Joe Narlo 
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2020 Scholarship Recipients Phase into 2nd Year 
   The 2020 Scholarship Recipients have taken big steps in the second year of beekeeping in the 

multiple year program. Making splits and exercising swarm control 

measures are something every beekeeper should master to be successful 
in keeping hives healthy and productive year after year 

   Although Aydon, Garrett, Emily, and Sterling made piggyback splits 

to their hives back in 

August of last year, they 

all have more to learn 
and experience in their 

quest to become better 

beekeepers. 

   After the scholarship 

hives came out from 
under wraps due to the 

February freeze, they 

were provisioned with a 

cap of dry sugar to get them into spring. The youngsters made their first 
major (deep dive) check of the bees in mid-March to record brood level, and stores of honey and 

pollen, and perform a spring varroa mite check. 

  Last fall and during winter, two of the hives experienced difficulties and came into spring without a 

piggyback nuc on top. According to the safeguards of the program, they were 

not queen-less, but were without the extra queen they had hoped to have. 
   The results of the top-to-bottom  inspection 

revealed that all hives had a good brood nest 

with lots of eggs and sufficient stores, and 

ready for spring.  The piggyback nucs on top 

of Sterling’s and Emily’s hives were looking 
strong and ready for the next step in the 

process. Several more weeks would tell. 

   The scholarship kids gathered again on 

Saturday, April 10, to check the bees, assess 

their strength, and look for swarm cells. The 
warmer weather had proven beneficial and 

the piggyback hives were now ready to go it 

on their own.  

   While Aydon and Garrett checked through their hives again, Emily 

and Sterling began the involved task of “artificially” swarming their 
hives by moving the two-story parent colony to the left or right and 

dropping the piggyback box down into the parent hive location. 

Another deep box of foundation was added to the piggyback hive with 

a feeder and a bait frame from the box below. Two gallons of 1.5 sugar 

syrup was fed to the new double hive with hopes of the bees drawing 
out the foundation by the next hive check date. 

Scholarship kids perform mid-March hive check 
Emily shakes mite sample in

front of her populist hive

Excellent brood pattern in Sterling's hive 

Bees "bearding" out is a good 
sign of piggyback nuc strength 

Garrett & Aydon inspect their hives 
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The plan is now for the parent colony to continue to develop. By adding another third box, the hive 
will become a production unit and make a honey crop for the new young beekeepers.     

   On the other hand, Aydon and 

Garrett are awaiting the arrival of new 

queens on April 24 at which time they 

can do a vertical split on their hives 
and start another piggyback nuc to 

work toward their next increase 

possibility. 

   The scholarship bee yard looked a 

lot different on their departure in that there were now six beehives where there had been four. 
   That’s progress.                       …Jimmie Oakley 

STEP 1 

STEP 2 Emily & Mom checks Nuc in Step 1 Feeding Nuc 1 gallon of syrup Emily adds a box of foundation 

Another gallon of syrup Step 2 complete, the Nuc to left, and Parent colony to the right 

Sterling & Mom checking Nuc Julie feeds nuc before adding foundation Artificial swarm success, Parent to left, Nuc to right 
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Membership Report: Shirley Doggett 

Membership Report April 2021 

New Members:  (2021) 
Nicole Bontrager.   Round Rock TX 
Michael Fischer.     Georgetown TX 
Jakub Family       Round Rock TX 
Dustin Merkel.       Round Rock TX 
Scott McKane.       Hutto TX 
Teri Shipper.       Liberty Hill TX 

Renewing Members 
John and Vicki Griffin.   Georgetown TX 
Phil Hopkins.        Florence TX 
Paul and Nancy Lippa.  Round Rock TX 
Deborah Michel.       Elgin TX 
Diane Stromberg.       Taylor TX 

MMEEMMBBEERRSSHHIIPP  AAPPPPLLIICCAATTIIOONN  
WILLIAMSON COUNTY AREA BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION 

  Dues: $20.00 per year - individual or $25.00 - family membership 

New Member / Renewing Member 

 (circle one)  Date:______________________ 

Name:___________________________________________________Amount: $ ____________ 

 Cash or Check #_________ 

Address:______________________________________________________________________ 

City/State/Zip:_________________________________________________________________ 

Phone: (     )____________________ e-mail:_______________________________________ 
(please print) 

To save postage cost may we send your Newsletter via e-mail?  Yes[   ]   No[   ] 

Instructions: print , fill out, and bring to club meeting , or mail with check to Membership 

 Mrs. Shirley Doggett - 400 C. R. 440 - Thrall, TX 76578  - Ph.512/924-5051 

Shirley Doggett - Membership
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Michael Wheeler back with his Family 

Former Scholarship 

Recipient (2016) and 

WCABA Club 

Ambassador (2018) 

To let you know that Michael Dean Wheeler 

is back with his family after being reported 

missing by his parents on March 26, 2021. 

His mother, Kristie Wheeler, 

announced on April 7, that he was 

back with them… 

“Michael is with us now praise 

God! Lots of healing to go through 

as a family, but we are focusing on 

answered prayers. He is alive and 

safe!” Thanks to all for your 

concern, thoughts and prayers for 

this young man.            The Editor 
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